crepancy between the stated authorial intent and the audience reception. By combining these propaganda images with a song's musical affect, lyrical content, and the performer's body language, Industrial groups intend to turn the propaganda of evil against itself. Such techniques can unfortunately often backfire into hate politics.
Two bands in particular, Ministry (from the United States) and Laibach (from the former Yugoslavia), take very different approaches to communicating with their audiences, especially American audiences. Ministry uses analogy to compare the evils of the Nazi party to what they perceive as the control of the American government over its population in the 1980s and '90s. Laibach enacts the spectacle of fascist leaders in order to "unmask social neurosis" making totalitarianism identifiable. As a way to understand how and why these two Industrial bands utilize these particular visual signs in their fight against political control, and why it is such a problematic endeavor for them, it is important to first examine how propagandistic communication functions and what the objectives and motives were behind the use of propaganda during World War II.
Nazi Propaganda: Creating Images of Power
In their book Propaganda and Persuasion, Garth Jowett and Victoria O'Donnell give a concise definition of propaganda: "Propaganda is the deliberate and systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist."1 Propaganda is then, by definition, a forceful action. It does not simply attempt to influence the receiver; it shapes and manipulates. Its purpose is to engage in direct communication with a subject, and to create a highly specific and almost reflexive behavior. In order to accomplish this effectively, the ideology behind any single piece of propaganda is typically limited to one specific area of thought. Hence propaganda, in its broadest sense, is about the control of information. The propagandist will typically target the images to specific groups or segments of the society, drawing on particular emotions (such as fear, hatred, or pride) in order to manipulate them into committing what might otherwise seem an undesirable act. For example, it is much easier to kill an enemy in battle if you believe him to be subhuman-and a common technique in this effort was to create difference along racial lines.2 During World War II the German Nazi party produced some of the most striking and intensive propaganda ever created. Joseph Goebbels, the head of the Nazi Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda, maintained that one of the primary goals of propaganda was to bring certain subjects to the attention of the masses and to aid in their understanding of the relevant issues. His speech at the 1934 Nuremberg Rally, filmed in the famous movie by Leni Riefensthal, Triumph of the Will, made the National Socialist Ministry for Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda's view on the subject quite clear.
[Propaganda] is aimed at the broad masses. It speaks the language of the people because it wants to be understood by the people. Its task is the highest creative art of putting sometimes complicated events and facts in a way simple enough to be understood by the man on the street.... It is a question of making it clear to him by using the proper approach, evidence and language.3 This sentiment clearly echoes Adolf Hitler's own precise, yet ominous, words on the subject recorded within the pages of his now infamous Mein Kampf from 1925.
The function of propaganda does not lie in the scientific training of the individual, but in calling the masses' attention to certain facts, processes, necessities, etc., whose significance is thus for the first time placed within their field of vision. The whole art consists in doing this so skillfully that everyone will be convinced that the fact is real, the process necessary, the necessity correct, etc. But since propaganda is not and cannot be the necessity in itself, since its function, like the poster, consists in attracting the attention of the crowd, and not in educating ... its effect for the most part must be aimed at the emotions.4
Hitler makes it quite clear that in his view the propagandist is not attempting a scientific or educational training of the masses but is instead trying to create a direct emotional response to specific stimuli. The posters and banners of the Third Reich used large simplistic illustrations, heavy, dominating slogans, and bold colors (especially red, due to its ability to grab people's attention). These symbols were designed to make the Nazi party look powerful through representations of, or analogy to, the eagle, marching troops, swords, fire and blood, the swastika, and the German-Nazi flag. As both Goebbels and Hitler state, all Nazi propaganda was simple, clear, and dealt only with a single topic, making sure that there was very little room for confusion on the part of the receptor. This propaganda assault was not limited to visual images but also had a strong sonic component as well. The auditory call of "Sieg Heil," or "hail victory" was a central point of the Nazi maintenance of power. It combined a vocal shout and a physical gesture, both of which allowed participants to "join in the chant" and partake in the political movement in a very physical way; one that capitalized on the base human emotions and calculated mob mentality. The second basic category of Industrial music appropriation is the use of fascist signs to make a specific political statement within a live performance or music video. While the Industrial bands Ministry and (or MTV) saw Biafra's speech as inflammatory and requested that it be removed, or it may have been simply a timing/length issue for a video that was to be shown on TV. Some of the meaning contained in the original audio version of the song becomes blurred when it is combined with the visuals and receives no introduction. Jourgensen has, however, attempted to explain the song, to create a clearer understanding, in other places such as media interviews.
Counter-propaganda and Appropriation
As the front man of the group, Jourgensen has never been one to shy away from interviews. When asked about the Land of Rape and Honey album in a 1991 interview with Rolling Stone magazine, Jourgensen replied, "All we're ever saying is 'think for yourself, question authority.' It's very, very simple. Everyone wants things precut, homogenized, spoon-fed, and I won't give it to them. 'The Land of Rape and Honey' is a completely anti-fascist song. That's what we're fighting against."1 Jourgensen goes on to admit that a number of people still don't understand and think that the show is pro-fascist. Even with all of the band's precautions, including Jourgensen's use of his "star power," which allows him to release information through major media outlets, it is still impossible for Ministry to generate a specific response from all audience members, so one can imagine the problems a band like Laibach faces when its mode of presentation is purely satirical.
Laibach (Deconstruction through Enaction)
Laibach is an Industrial band from Slovenia in the former Yugoslavia. The members started performing in 1980 and eventually the band became one of the founding members of the NSK-a virtual government that does not believe in geographical borders-and began calling themselves Laibach Kunst.12 They soon published the "10 Items of the Covenant," which they considered to be a manifesto for their artistic movement, much like the manifestos of Dadaism and Futurism in the early part of the twentieth century. The somewhat obvious connection to the fascist aspects of the Italian artistic movement Futurism and its various manifestos should not be overlooked. The "10 Items" were handed out at the band's concerts (and are now available on their website) and were used as an attempt to explain their mission as part of the NSK. While these "10 Items" were designed to serve an educational function, they were extremely cryptic and did not offer much help to the average listener attempting to understand the music. The Laibach mission, as they explain it, is to deconstruct the images of fascism and totalitarianism through enactment and hopefully eventual identification on the part of the audience. Laibach's problem arises from the fact that its concerts and videos are presented from start to finish as a fascist event. Since the band makes no attempt to subvert this image it has the aura of authenticity: look once again at the powerful image in Figure 9 , which contains almost no element of parody. In an interview with a Yugoslavian reporter the band responded to questions regarding the atmosphere of their live shows stating, "[Our purpose is] to provoke maximum collective emotions and release the automatic response of masses."18 The similarity of this statement to the earlier quotations by Goebbels and Hitler is striking, and I believe not accidental, since the members of Laibach frequently make references to Hitler and the Nazi party in their music, interviews, and videos (as seen in the previous transcription). 19 In their conception these quotations and references to Nazi propaganda are supposed to unmask the evil of propaganda itself through "ritualized demonstration of political force, and... other manipulative approaches."20 The band members have explained that they attempt to make their symbols multilayered so that they cannot be easily deciphered during a single concert. It may take both repeated listening and viewing, and a person willing to "seek knowledge," in order to fully understand their work. They did attempt to "enlighten" their audiences via the "10 Items"; however, we must realize that not only might some audience members fail to receive the printed flyer, but also that many who did might not understand it, due to its intentionally loquacious scholarly language. The result is that many Laibach fans began to revel in the evils of the band and to take their stage act at face value. 
